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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present a wall-sized focus plus context display, consisting of three back-projected 

displays and a steerable projector for output. For input tracking we use a commercial SmartBoard 

with high precision optical tracking and four additional webcams which provide lower precision 

tracking on the entire wall. Our approach hence offers two different resolutions in both the output and 

input direction and thus implements a two-way focus plus context concept with three levels of interac-

tivity. We describe the implementation of such a display and discuss the tracking issues encountered. 

In order to test the display, we have implemented two example applications to explore its capabilities.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing availability of large display technologies, such as powerful projectors or large ac-

tive display panels, these are getting more and more attention in the research community, either as 

public information displays [1] or as shared interaction spaces [17]. When considering large interac-

tion spaces, these are normally assumed to be uniform in terms of resolution and interactivity. An ex-

ception is the class of focus plus context displays introduced by Baudisch et al. [2], which is non-

uniform regarding their output resolution. This paper presents a wall-sized display which is also non-

uniform regarding input. 

Wall-sized displays bear great potential for co-located collaboration since several users can work 

with them simultaneously. When interacting closely, each user can only comfortably overlook a cer-

tain section of the display. By stepping back and forth, users can adjust the size of this section and 

gain more and more overview, but loose the ability to directly interact. A variable concept of focus 

plus context is thus inherent in dealing with large displays. When users are close enough to interact, 

certain parts of the wall are also out of their physical reach. This suggests that fine-grained interaction 

in the outer areas is not needed in this situation. 

Large displays can contain huge quantities of data, but humans can only process limited amounts of 

data at a time. Human perception reacts to information superabundance with the mechanism of guided 

visual attention, where only a single object or restricted area in our field of view is processed in full 

detail and everything else is only virtually represented in our memory (e.g. the cup we try to grasp is 

in the focus, the surroundings are not visually processed in full detail). Tasks in which several inde-
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pendent objects need to be coordinated (e.g., juggling) are handled by time-sharing of attention or, in 

other words, rapidly switching the focus between objects [20].  

Baudisch et al. [3] present a focus plus context display to support the perceptual phenomenon of 

focus on a technical level. It contains a detailed display in a central focus area, while providing coarser 

displays in the outer context area. This scheme is very adequate for human perception while at the 

same time preserving technical resources, such as rendering power.  

While Baudisch’s focus plus context display is uniform regarding input, because it simply uses 

mouse input, we present a wall-sized focus plus context display, which makes different parts of the 

wall interactive to different degrees. We argue that this systematic extension of the original concept 

can easily be applied to large interactive surfaces, such as wall displays. 

2 RELATED WORK ON FOCUS PLUS CONTEXT AND LARGE DISPLAYS 
Baudisch et al. [3] describe the principle of focus plus context displays and show how they allow users 

to manipulate detailed information while keeping an overview of the complete data. In their work they 

consider focus plus context displays for single users with a mouse and a keyboard as input devices. 

Large and wall-sized displays have been used in instrumented rooms, such as iWork [11] or Room-

ware [17] with the DynaWall [8]. They mostly use off-the-shelf SmartBoards to allow interaction with 

the displayed information. Thus, this work does not provide any interaction possibilities on a concrete 

wall with front-projected information. In addition, Rekimoto et al. describe the concept of continuous 

workspaces [19] which allow users to treat different display surfaces as one continuous screen. 

While some current work on large displays concentrates on interaction techniques, which just trans-

fer the desktop metaphor to a bigger size [4][6][21], others try to devise novel interaction concepts 

which are better suited to the particular interaction situation [5][14]. One of our demo applications, 

Brainstorm, is strongly influenced by Igarashi's work on sketch-based interfaces [10] and his earlier 

work on Flatland [15]. 

3 DESIGN OF THE WALL-SIZED FOCUS PLUS CONTEXT DISPLAY 

Display Setup 
Our main goal was to make a wall entirely interactive, so that it would appear as one big logical screen 

to users as well as programmers. At the same time, it should support different degrees of interactivity 

in different areas. In order to provide high resolution output at regular working heights, we embedded 

three back projection displays of 147 x 112cm into the wall which has overall dimensions of 4.50 x 

2.40 meters. The resolution of these three screens together is 3072 x 768 pixels, which corresponds to 

a spatial resolution of 0.8 pixel per millimeter.  

The rest of the wall is covered by a steerable projector – the Beamover 40 from publitec [18] – 

mounted in the ceiling, which creates a movable display area of about 60x45cm at a spatial resolution 
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of about 0.3 pixel per millimeter. The projected image is rectified using a technique similar to the ones 

described in [16]. This makes the entire wall above and below the screens a time-multiplexed low 

resolution display.  

General Input Setup 
Users should be able to interact on the wall with their bare fingers. In the center of the wall, i.e. on the 

middle screen, we wanted the input to be very exact and fast, in order to support detailed interaction in 

a focus area. This was achieved by a SmartTech SmartBoard [22]. The surrounding areas of the wall 

as well as the side displays, serving as context areas, were meant to have a lower input resolution. We 

decided to use optical tracking for this, as it would allow bare finger interaction.  

As the system is wall-sized, multiple users can stand in front of the display and interact simultane-

ously. Hence the system needs to support simultaneous input. The wall should appear as one interac-

tive display to the user as well as the programmer. Thus none of them should be aware of the tracking 

technology currently used. This requires seamless transitions between the technologies while users 

interact with the wall display. The combination of different tracking systems, together with the simul-

taneous multi user input, bears several technical challenges. 

Hardware Setup for Camera-based Tracking 
The setup of the wall-sized tracking system mimics the SmartTech DViT technology [22] by arranging 

four cameras in the four corners of the wall. In order to cover a large part of the wall, we used Logi-

tech’s QuickCam Fusion [13] with a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels, 30 frames per second and a diago-

nal field of view of 72 degrees. Other cameras had either a lower resolution or a lower field of view. 

To ensure a fast detection close to real-time processing, the tracking system runs on an Intel Pentium 4 

workstation with 3.0 GHz with Hyper Threading including 1 GB of RAM. This computer is dedicated 

to the camera-based tracking system. 

Because the webcams have a field of view of 72 degrees we needed to decide how they will be ar-

ranged on the wall to match the following requirements: First, we wanted to have at least two cameras 

viewing every sub-area of the wall. Second, most of the wall should be covered by the cameras. Third, 

the coverage area of three or four cameras should be maximized. Out of several possible arrangements 

(see Figure 1) we chose to use setting (c). 



 

Figure 1: (a) shows the angle of aperture of each camera centered (at 45°), (b) visualizes the cameras 
aligned to one side of the wall (every camera to a different side), (c) shows the four cameras aligned to 
the bottom and top side of the wall respectively and (d) represents all cameras aligned to the left and right 
sides of the wall respectively. Green areas represent the coverage of all four cameras while yellow areas 
show the coverage of three cameras. 

The cameras needed to overlook the entire wall with their optical axis parallel and close to the 

wall’s surface, but space did not allow t to be embedded into the wall. Therefore we used a mirror 

construction with cameras facing directly towards the wall. This allows observing a small rectangular 

area over the wall’s surface. First, we constructed the ideal fixations in a 3D rendering program that 

allowed us to test our formulas and parameters. Figure 3 shows design drawing of the desired fixa-

tions. These have been built from wood and hold the mirrors. In addition, we attached black foamed 

rubber to avoid that the cameras capture too much light (see Figure 2). 

 

 

   
   

Figure 2: Different views of the fixation for one camera. Left and center show the fixation without the black 
foamed rubber on it. Right shows the final fixation attached to the wall. 
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Figure 3: Design drawing of the fixation for one camera. Unit of measurement is millimeter. 

4 RELATED WORK ON FINGER TRACKING 
To make displayed information interactive, multiple tracking technologies have been developed. Most 

of them use infrared light for increased robustness and accuracy, such as DViT [22] or HoloWall [14]. 

As HoloWall has back-projected infrared light, interaction on a solid wall is impossible. Another ap-

proach is to use total frustrated internal reflection, which takes advantage of the fact that light is re-

fracted to a certain extent if traveling between two different media [9]. Again, the surface needs to be 

seen by a camera from behind, which is impossible on a solid wall.  

A further technique is to use capacitive sensing as it is implemented in today’s touch screens and 

touch pads. Paul Dietz et al. [7] describe one example called the Diamond Touch. Their users act as an 

active part (coupling devices) of the system. The antennas are implemented as arrays in the interactive 

displays whereas the receivers are attached to the chairs the users sit on. Building antennas into our 

back projected displays would disturb the projected image. 
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5 REAL-TIME FINGER TRACKING 
In order to achieve a reasonable precision of about 10-20mm with our relatively low resolution cam-

eras, we chose angulation as the base tracking technology: Several cameras determine the position of a 

finger in the image and from this derive the angle between their optical axis and the connection line 

between camera and finger. With two cameras at known positions and orientations, the intersection of 

these lines is the finger position. In order to track more than one finger, additional cameras are needed 

to resolve ambiguities. Our four camera setup can track four fingers at a time. In order to increase ro-

bustness and reliability, we introduced several modifications and additions to the base method. 

Calculating Angles from Live-Captured Images 
To calculate the final positions of fingers on the wall it is necessary to gather the angles from each fin-

ger to the four cameras’ live images. These images need to be analyzed by the system to get the rele-

vant information (e.g. the fingers) within them.  

It is important that the system will not detect non-existent objects (false positives) or let existent 

objects be undetected (false negatives). As described earlier, the system has four webcams mounted in 

the corners of the wall that observe a small stripe over the wall’s surface. As our room has white walls 

we initially assumed that we could use simple frame differencing – current frame minus calibrated 

frame. But as soon as the displays are turned on, their radiation changed the color of the user’s finger 

as well as the color of adjacent walls into the display’s color. Thus, we needed to find a unified back-

ground that will not change its color due to display radiation. We finally decided to use black velvet 

mounted onto the adjacent walls (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Left shows the detection with black velvet mounted on the wall with no display radiation. Right 
shows the same setting with bright displays resulting in radiation. 
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By detecting stripes in the captured images we can determine the respective angle. The calculated 

angle β  will be the angle between the camera’s normal and a virtual line from the camera’s origin to 

the detected point. This can be done knowing both the camera’s angle of aperture α  and the width  

of the captured image using equation 1. 
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Every horizontal pixel value within the image corresponds to a different angle. The width w of the 

captured image in pixels determines the tracking resolution and is therefore a significant identification 

of the system’s tracking quality. 

Detecting multiple Points 
Once we have the calculated angle(s) of all cameras, the system can start to calculate the positions on 

the wall. We will first describe how one intersection can be found. The idea of triangulation is to cre-

ate two virtual lines g and h from each of the cameras A and B with the known angles α and β. The 

intersection of these virtual lines can be calculated with simple vector mathematics and results in the 

finger position P. 

If a system has two cameras and each camera detects two points (i.e., two angles) the system would 

have to intersect each line of camera A with each line of camera B. This results in four intersections – 

and hence in four detected positions - although there are only two fingers. Thus, angulation cannot be 

used in its original form for more than one finger because this will lead to false positives. In addition, 

having more than two cameras increases the system’s robustness and accuracy.  

Due to the limited resolution of the webcams, a calculated intersection will never be the exact in-

tersection of four lines. To address this problem, the system needs to allow points to be close (e.g. 

within a given threshold) to another line. However, four cameras can only track multiple fingers cor-

rectly, if no finger is occluded by another finger. To resolve this, we defined further criteria regarding 

a detected intersection. The set of restrictions an intersection must fulfill to be an accepted position is: 

• Clearness of involved lines: An intersection must provide at least three lines without having a 

pair of them nearly parallel. In particular, the angle between involved lines must not be less 

than a certain threshold. Otherwise, the two lines will become one involved line regarding this 

intersection. 

• Unambiguous mapping of lines to intersections: Two intersections must not have the same 

lines involved: at least three lines must be different. If this happens the more accurate intersec-

tion will be taken while ignoring the second one. Due to occlusion problems it is important to 

have at most one line involved in multiple intersections. 
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Given the second criterion it is obvious that this tracking method will not work in the center region 

of the observed surface. This is nicely compensated by the overall setup of our focus plus context dis-

play with the high resolution input area in the center. 

Continuity of Finger Movement 
Once the system has detected the positions on the wall it still does not know which finger caused the 

position information. In the case that the system is restricted to detect “finger up” and “finger down” 

events this information would not be necessary. In our case, it also needs to be aware of the movement 

of fingers. In particular, the system needs a clear association between currently measured and previ-

ously detected fingers. 

We implemented a simple continuity method called “Dead Reckoning” (Deduced Reckoning) [12]. 

In general this is another positioning method assuming that – in addition to the last known position – 

either the velocity or the distance to the next position is known. As the system does not know both of 

the parameters, it assumes that the orientation and speed of the finger will only slightly change until 

the next position has been detected. 

Whenever a position is recognized by the system for the first time, the orientation (vector) will be 

set to zero. As soon as the system associates a newly detected position Pi+1 with a previously recog-

nized finger position Pi, it replaces the orientation vi with a new one (vi+1). To associate a newly de-

tected position with an already recognized one, it must satisfy several criteria: First, it needs to be 

within a given range of the estimated position. Second, it needs to be the best possible position out of 

all recognized positions for the old one. And third, it must not be closer to an estimated position of 

another finger. 

Calibration Issues 
To use all the explained methods it is necessary to calibrate the system in a way that it can handle dif-

ferent settings and conditions. In our system there are two calibration procedures, one regarding the 

cameras themselves and one regarding the association between raw wall points and screen coordinates. 

The camera calibration is necessary to allow different lighting conditions. In this procedure the im-

portant part is to adjust the threshold values of the binarization filter. With this filter, the system is able 

to separate background and fingers in a captured image during runtime. 

The system needs to map raw wall points (given in real-world coordinates) to screen coordinates 

(given in pixels) by a transformation matrix. As our system has multiple displays embedded into the 

wall it needs to have a transformation matrix for every single display. Multiplying one of these matri-

ces with a point v given in real-world coordinates results in a screen position v’. As the equation of v’ 

= A ⋅ v must be true for every point on the wall we can use three arbitrary, linearly independent points 

to compute the matrix. 
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When the user has started the calibration mode, the system initially displays four points per display 

that the user needs to touch sequentially starting with the top left calibration point. After gathering a 

predefined number of intersections, the system will compute an average point to reduce errors during 

the detection process. The next step is to inform the user that s/he needs to touch the next calibration 

point. This is done by moving a circle from the previous to the next point. This procedure will con-

tinue until the real-world coordinates of all calibration points have been calculated. 

Once we have the transformation matrix A, the system can start its calibration routine. In our case, 

the system takes four points including their known (x, y)-coordinates on a display. As mentioned be-

fore, the calibration only needs three points to work properly but we use the fourth point to minimize 

the errors of the detection during the calibration. Thus, the system computes four transformation ma-

trices using paired dissimilar sets of three points. Finally it computes the mean value of each compo-

nent of the matrix with the four temporary created matrices. 

Fusion of multiple tracking data 
An abstract input layer merges the gathered position data from the wall with the data received from the 

SmartBoard. Whenever a position has been detected by the SmartBoard, it will be added to a queue. 

The queue’s length is two due to restrictions of SmartBoard as it can only detect two fingers simulta-

neously. If the queue contains an unprocessed finger event of a finger that currently has produced an-

other event, the old event will be discarded. After the input layer has gathered the position data from 

both the wall and the SmartBoard, it will merge these different kinds of positions into a unified posi-

tion representation. Later on, applications will not be aware whether a position has been tracked by the 

webcams or by the SmartBoard. 

Before sending the information to listening applications, the input layer needs to match previously 

detected positions to newly detected ones. In the software architecture, each previously detected finger 

contains its current position, its movement vector, the amount of time it has been inactive, and two 

integers representing its current action (“finger down”, “finger move” or “finger up”) as well as its 

unique identification number. The reason for using a value of inactive time is that a finger might not 

be detected at all during one tracking cycle although it is still on the wall. This might happen if the 

finger moves too fast or if it is occluded by another finger in certain situations. After a specific amount 

time the finger has been inactive, it will be deleted from the array of active fingers and thus not be sent 

to listening applications. 

Once all fingers have been updated, the input layer is ready to send the unified position data to all 

applications that have been registered for receiving input from the wall. As the input layer receives 

tracking data from both tracking devices in high frequency, it produces a steady stream of position 

data. Connected applications can use this stream analogical to the operating system’s mouse input 

events. 



6 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
We have implemented two example applications that make use of all input and output capabilities of 

our system. These applications use the steady input stream from the input layer as if they were system 

mouse events. 

A Wall-sized drawing application 
Our initial test application enables users to draw on the wall using their fingers. The three screens form 

one single display, but are tracked by different input systems. They represent the focus area of the ap-

plication, since users draw on them. The steerable projector provides a tool palette upon request, 

which is displayed in the context area on the wall outside of the drawing area. This saves space other-

wise wasted by placing tool bars in the drawing area. As mentioned before, the wall’s size allows mul-

tiple users in front of it drawing simultaneously on the displays. Thus, the tool palette provides every 

user with their own choice of tools (line, curve, rectangle and eraser) independently. Users can “call” 

their palette by tapping on the wall outside of the displays. The palette will then be displayed at the 

detected position showing the currently selected tool for this user (associated via the nearest drawing 

position). Now the user can select another tool by simply touching it in the palette (see Figure 5). 

  
  

Figure 5: Left shows the displayed tool palette before selecting a new tool. Right shows it after the selec-
tion. Meanwhile, another user draws a line across the display wall. 

BrainStorm 
Our second and more complex demo is a brainstorming application for a team consisting of up to 4 

users. The process of brainstorming is divided into different phases. In the first phase, all users com-

fortably sit around an interactive table (see Figure 6) and create notes of ideas by scribbling sketches 

or keywords on the desk’s surface, which then turn into virtual post-it notes. Users interact on their 

side of the desk and write notes oriented correctly for them. When the notes are created, they appear 

simultaneously on the wall’s focus display, where they are all oriented upright. Their relative positions 

on this display still match their positions on the table, so users can easily find their notes again on the 

wall display through a direct spatial mapping. 
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Figure 6: Overview of our room with the wall-sized display in the background, the steerable projector on 
the ceiling, and an interactive table in the foreground. 

Users can now stand up and move notes around the entire wall, group them, form clusters by draw-

ing a line around a set of related notes, and create connections among clusters and between clusters 

and notes by drawing a connecting line (see Figure 7). Notes or clusters, which are decided to be of 

secondary importance in this phase, can be moved to the context area of the display, i.e. the two side 

displays. Notes or clusters which are discarded altogether in the second brainstorming phase, can be 

deleted from the wall by dragging them over the border of a back-projection display, i.e., out of the 

working area. 

 

Figure 7: Screen shot of the focus display containing virtual post-it notes, which are partially organized. 
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In this setup, the inner focus display represents a group focus. It is still large enough to accommo-

date multiple user interaction, but only on this middle display, fine-grained manipulation takes place. 

The two adjacent context displays serve as a visual clipboard, where clusters can be stored when they 

are currently not being dealt with. This frees space in the focus area, but maintains visibility of these 

clusters, so that the whole collection of notes and clusters can still be overlooked when users take a 

step back. This second structuring phase eventually results in a mind map of related and grouped con-

cepts and visually represents the result of the brainstorming. 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented a wall-sized focus plus context display using different tracking technologies and 

have shown two example applications of it. The display implements the focus plus context concept in 

two directions. In the output direction, it contains the back projection displays, which provide a simul-

taneous resolution of about 0.8 pixel per millimeter, and the rest of the wall which can display content 

using the steerable projector at a resolution of about 0.3 pixel per millimeter, but most importantly, 

only in one limited area of about 60x45cm at a time, i.e. time-multiplexed. In the input direction, the 

wall is split differently: the middle one of the back projection displays has pixel-exact low latency fin-

ger input, which is provided by the commercial SmartBoard hardware. The rest of the wall, including 

the adjacent back-projection displays and the wall above and below, has less fine-grained input at a 

resolution of about 10-20 mm, depending on the exact location and a tracking rate of 15Hz independ-

ent on the number of fingers. This divides the focus plus context display into three primal areas as 

shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: This shows our multi-level focus plus context display in both the input and output direction which 
enables a more fine-grained functional distinction between these areas. 
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Our demo applications describe a close co-located collaboration between several users on a single 

large display. Users share a common area of attention and interact simultaneously in it. Particularly in 

this situation, the distinction between different levels of focus makes sense because of the wide view-

ing angle we have to cover to see the full display.  

Our current implementation still suffers from a slight jitter due to timing problems with the four 

USB cameras. When a finger is moving and the camera images are not taken at the exact same time, 

the computed positions are slightly wrong. We hope to increase tracking accuracy and reduce jitter in 

the outer tracking areas by applying temporal filtering to the signals. 
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